New Holland Agriculture Adds New Discbine® Models to
Disc Mower-Conditioner Product Offering
New Holland, Pa. (August 29, 2017) – The proven leader of haytools, New Holland Agriculture is
pleased to introduce two new disc mower-conditioners into its comprehensive product portfolio. The
new Discbine 310 and 312 offer productive 10’ 4” and 11’ 6” cutting widths, a low-profile cutterbar,
and a choice of conditioning systems that will be at home in a wide variety of crops – from light
grasses to sturdy bermuda.
“Baling great quality hay starts with a great cut and an efficient dry down process, which is essential
to the hay making process,” said Daniel Valen, Director of product marketing for New Holland North
America. “The new 310 and 312 Discbines continue the New Holland tradition to do just that, but in
a package that satisfies the customers with the need for an easy to transport design to maximize
their efficiency and productivity. “
The productive new Discbine 310 and 312 models are designed to mow cleanly and maneuver
quickly to speed up hay and forage making operations. Unlike traditional, side-pull mowerconditioners, the versatile center-pivot machines with swivel hitch design have the ability to mow
right, left or even in line with the accompanying tractor, this allows the operator to alternate mowing
positions with every other pass.
The new low profile disc cutterbar cleanly slices through tough crops, working at a shallow angle to
ensure crop flows smoothly over the cutterbar and into the conditioner to provide even conditioning.
In addition to providing a clean cut on every pass, the new Discbines provide peace of mind and
time-saving, easy maintenance. Simple and convenient adjustments can be made while working in
even the most difficult conditions and a responsive mower suspension precisely follows field
contours, resulting in reduced drying time and increased quality. Equipped with the QuickMax knife
change system, the special knife release tool easily frees the blade from the disc so knife
maintenance is fast and cut quality is ensured.
For more information on Discbine 310 and 312 model capabilities and the widest hay and forage
product portfolio in the industry, visit www.newholland.com or contact your local New Holland
dealer.
Fueling Innovation exemplifies the entrepreneurial spirit of finding alternative fuel sources, but it
also follows our legacy of over 120 years of creating innovative and practical products for
agriculture. From our Precision Land Management strategies, such as the NHDRIVE autonomous
vehicle concept and our dedication to being the Clean Energy Leader, New Holland is committed to
finding new and better ways to make innovative equipment accessible and more productive.

About New Holland
New Holland Agriculture and New Holland Construction sell and service an innovative line of
agricultural and construction equipment, including a full line of tractors, hay and forage equipment,
harvesting, crop production, skid steer and compact track loaders, compact wheel loaders, tractor
loader backhoes and mini excavators. Sales, parts and service are provided by more than 1,000
New Holland dealers throughout North America. More information on New Holland can be found at
www.newholland.com/na.
New Holland is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana
(MI: CNHI). More information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com
http://www.newholland.com/na
http://www.youtube.com/NewHollandNA
https://www.facebook.com/newhollandna
‘https://twitter.com/NHAgriculture
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